
From: Dennis Cheng, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: You're great, Eric

Date: May 1, 2015 at 1:23 PM
To:

Wow, Eric. Thank you. 

Founding Donors like you -- people who have stepped up and donated to this
campaign in our first few weeks -- are some of our most committed supporters. I
can't tell you how much it means to Hillary and everyone working hard on the
campaign team that you stepped up from the very start.

Thanks to your help, we've been able to take important steps and put more
organizers on the ground in key states. That's huge.

Now I'm asking you to take it to the next step: Join Team 16 by making a
monthly donation to support this campaign.

We've got a long road ahead of us, and how much we can do will depend on
whether we have the resources. A monthly donation is one of the best ways to
show Hillary that she can count on you to be a part of that work.

You'll also be part of a special group of supporters -- we've got big plans for Team
16. We'll be sending out insider updates from the campaign, and not to spoil any
surprises, but there might be some special Team 16 merchandise in the pipeline.
And if you start your monthly donation today, we'll invite you to our first Team
16 call later next month with our Campaign Manager, Robby Mook.

Will you join Team 16 today?

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/team-16/

Thanks. I'm excited about this, and I hope you are, too!

Dennis

Dennis Cheng
National Finance Director



Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Welcome aboard, Eric. Now take the next step:

Date: May 1, 2015 at 7:48 PM
To:

Hi Eric--

Thanks for signing up to be a part of Hillary for America. This
campaign will be what supporters like you make of it -- by getting
involved now, you'll help shape it from the very beginning.

There are a few things you can do immediately to take the next step:

1. Make sure your friends and family know you're on board.
Invite them to become a part of this too.
HillaryClinton.com/invite-your-friends

2. Donate! Your donation will help put organizers in the field and
give this campaign the resources it needs to get off to a strong
start in these crucial first months. HillaryClinton.com/Now-
Donate/

3. Sign up to become a volunteer in your community. You'll be the
first to know how you can help organize where you live.
HillaryClinton.com/invite-your-friends-to-volunteer

Thanks again for joining the team. We're just getting started.

Hillary for America
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, I'll make a call for you

Date: May 3, 2015 at 12:07 PM
To:

Eric --

You're an important part of this campaign, and that means you're important to me.

So on Mother's Day, I'd like to call the mom in your life -- someone who is
special to you and helped you get there -- and say thank you.

I've been a mother for more than 35 years now, and I'm still not sure how my
mother did it.

She didn't always have an easy life, but she managed to remain strong and kind
and always remember everyone who helped her get through the tough times. She
passed those lessons on to me, and in turn, I was able to pass them on to my
daughter. I think of my mother every single day.

I'm sure you have a story like this about your mom. I'd like to hear it and thank her
for all that she's done.

Let me help you make Mother's Day special for someone you're thinking of this
year -- enter now for the chance to win a call from me. I'm sure we'll have plenty
to talk about:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/mothers-day-call

(Don't forget -- you should still call, too!)

Thanks,

Hillary

 

 

 



No purchase, payment, or contribution is necessary to win, and will not improve chances of winning.

Void where prohibited. Entries must be received between 5/3/15 and 5/8/15. Enter by contributing here or click here to enter

without contributing. Five winner(s) will receive a call from Hillary Clinton to the person of their choosing and a bumper sticker

(approx. retail value of all prizes - $10). Odds of winning depend on number of entries received. Promotion open only to U.S. citizens,

or lawful permanent U.S. residents who are legal residents of the 50 states, DC or Puerto Rico and 18 or older (or age of majority

under applicable law). All prizes awarded. Promotion subject to Official Rules and additional restrictions on eligibility. Sponsor:

Hillary for America, 300 Cadman Plaza W, Brooklyn, NY 11201.
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From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: A look at our first events of the entire campaign

Date: May 4, 2015 at 3:08 PM
To:

Eric --

I'm blown away.

Across the country, supporters packed rooms in Atlanta, GA and Boise, ID and
Springfield, MA (and more) for our first weekend of organizing meetings. 

We're getting out of the gate with people excited to build this campaign from the
grassroots up, and Founding Donors like you are a part of that. Now can you chip
in $5 or more again? 

Your $5 goes towards rent, clipboards, pens, coffee -- and staff on the ground in
every state, which means we can recruit more volunteers and continue to build our
organization the right way.

Just a few weeks into our ground game, this campaign is already something to be
proud of. I'm so glad you're a part of it.

Chip in right now and let's keep the momentum going:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thanks,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Jennifer Palmieri, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: How to be a campaign insider:

Date: May 5, 2015 at 8:33 AM
To:

Clinton Cash is missing one critical element, Eric: Facts. 

If you're into conspiracy theories, unsubstantiated rumors, and lies -- all passed off
as a thinly-veiled partisan attack -- well, then this book might be for you.

But I won't stand for absurd attempts to cut down Hillary's record, not now and not
throughout the campaign. And you shouldn't either.

That's why we're kicking off The Briefing -- your source for the facts you need to set
the record straight. And we're starting with a video that looks at some of the most
ridiculous Clinton Cash conspiracies.

Check it out, and then sign up to get more Briefings throughout the campaign:

We know this isn't the last time Republicans will latch on to whatever far-flung



We know this isn't the last time Republicans will latch on to whatever far-flung
theories they can find in order to try and distract from Hillary's record of fighting
for everyday Americans.

The Briefing will be your regular go-to on what you can do to help fight back. We'll
keep you current on the latest news stories -- both fact and fiction -- so you can pass
on the truth to your friends and family.

Facts matter, and you deserve to know them. So check out this first video, then
put your name on the list to get regular Briefings:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/briefing/

Thanks,

Jennifer

Jennifer Palmieri
Communications Director
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thanks for your help!

Date: May 5, 2015 at 6:36 PM
To:

Thanks for signing up to receive The Briefing! Hillary's record of
fighting for families and her vision for the future is clear. But she
needs your help.

Right now, Republicans are latching onto the most far-fetched
conspiracy theories in an attempt to cut her down. Here's how you
can help us fight back right away:

Like The Briefing on Facebook and follow us on Twitter for the latest
updates -- then ask your friends to join you in fighting back with the
facts.

Hillary for America
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: I'm asking you to add your name

Date: May 6, 2015 at 2:28 PM
To:

Eric --

Yesterday, I met with a group of amazing DREAMers -- young Americans in every
way but citizenship papers -- at Rancho High School in Las Vegas. There was a
small business owner, a future doctor, students, activists -- all young people any
parent or grandparent would be proud of. They shared with me their hopes and
concerns about America's broken immigration system.

We are simply not going to deport 11 million people, and to pretend otherwise is
foolish. What we need is a path to full and equal citizenship. Those who have
worked hard and contributed to their communities deserve the chance to stay in
the place they call home, and I will fight for them as president.

If you'll fight with me, add your name right now.

When Juan's father lost his job, his family lost their home. They've worked hard to
come back from that. Juan was able to get a work permit and start a small business
under DACA, but his parents didn't qualify. Immigrants who have ties to the
community, contribute economically, and raise great kids shouldn't be limited by
their status or fear of deportation.

For families like Victoria's, being separated isn't just a threat, it's the reality. Victoria
has been in the United States since she was eight years old. Victoria's mother hasn't
seen her daughter since she was stopped crossing the border from Mexico four
years ago. While politicians have been endlessly debating immigration reform, it's
important to remember that real families are being broken up.

America is and has always been a nation of immigrants. These young people are
DREAMers in more than just name, and we have to find a way to do better by
them. We can't afford not to.

These people are the reason I'm running for president. Someone has to fight for
them -- I want to be that person. 

I'm asking you to add your name right now to say you're in this with me:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/immigration-reform



These stories are important, Eric. America is strong when all of our families are
strong.  

Thank you for being a part of this,

Hillary
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From: John Podesta, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Mudslinging

Date: May 7, 2015 at 4:38 PM
To:

Eric --

On Tuesday, Hillary sat down in Las Vegas with a group of DREAMers -- young
Americans in every way but citizenship paperwork -- to talk about real and lasting
immigration reform.

I hope you saw it, Eric, because conversations like that one are core to this
campaign. We're tackling head-on the issues facing everyday Americans.

The opportunity to fix our broken immigration system only comes with a
campaign that can win. Help make that possible by chipping in $5 or more right
now to support this work. 

No matter how hard the Republicans try, we're not getting dragged into a
mudslinging competition. They want to talk politics. We want to talk about the
things that matter to real people.

Tuesday was a major step in that direction. In the months to come, there will be
many more. 

I look forward to having you be a part of it -- and the first step is helping build
the right campaign. Chip in $5 right now:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thank you so much,

John

John Podesta
Chair
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Please sign the card for Hillary, Eric

Date: May 8, 2015 at 7:14 PM
To:



https://www.hillaryclinton.com/mothers-day-card
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: WATCH: Hillary's message to moms

Date: May 10, 2015 at 10:51 AM
To:

Eric -- 

Here at Hillary for America, we know that moms are some of the strongest people
around. 

If there's a mom in your life who loves Hillary, share this video -- there's some
rare footage of Hillary as a little girl we think she'll love! -- and tell her "Happy
Mother's Day" from us, too.

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/happy-mothers-day

Thanks,



Hillary for America
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From: Dennis Cheng, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, thanks for being a Founding Donor

Date: May 11, 2015 at 6:29 PM
To:

Eric --

Tomorrow is this campaign's one-month mark. We're closing the book on our list of
Founding Donors, and I'm so glad to see you on that list!

Can I count on you to step up and become a monthly donor?

The investments that we make now -- putting organizers on the ground, opening
offices in crucial states, laying the groundwork for our organization to grow --
directly affect the kind of success we'll see in 2016. 

The monthly donation you start today will help lay the groundwork for some of
the most important work of this campaign -- and beyond:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/team-16/ 

Thanks for all your support.

Dennis

Dennis Cheng
National Finance Director
Hillary for America
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From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: What Founding Donors do next:

Date: May 12, 2015 at 12:36 PM
To:

Eric --

So I probably shouldn't show you this...but since you're one of our best supporters,
I wanted to make sure you knew our campaign priorities for the next few months.

Join Team 16 as a recurring donor now and help get these done.

Thank you for supporting this campaign as a Founding Donor. Now take the
next step and join Team 16 with a recurring contribution today:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/team-16/ 



Believe me, if I didn't have to spend the money, I wouldn't. But this is what we
need to build a campaign that wins.

Thank you,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: One month update for Eric:

Date: May 12, 2015 at 6:27 PM
To:

Eric --

In the one month since we launched this campaign, Republican candidates have
attacked Hillary almost every day. Can you imagine what the next year will look
like? 

We never expected things to be easy -- we need to make sure we have the resources
to fight back. 

Tonight, one month since the campaign launched, we're closing the books on our
list of Founding Donors -- the official record of supporters who've backed Hillary
from the start. 

I can't thank you enough for being on that list. Now will you step up and start a
monthly contribution?

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/team-16/

Monthly donors will be the core of this campaign and make us strong enough to
fight these outlandish attacks -- now and for the next year. Don't miss this moment. 

Thanks for stepping up,

Hillary for America
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: A dangerous trend for women's health

Date: May 13, 2015 at 7:43 PM
To:

Eric --

With today's vote to restrict a woman's right to make her own health care decisions,
Republicans in Congress have made it abundantly clear where their priorities lie: 

Instead of helping everyday Americans and their families, these politicians are
trying to take women back more than 40 years. 

I'll stand up for women and our right to access reproductive health care. Will you
join me?

This bill puts women's health and rights at risk. It undermines the role doctors play
in personal health care decisions, and it burdens survivors of sexual assault. 

It also follows a dangerous trend we are witnessing across the country. In just the
first three months of 2015, more than 300 bills have been introduced in state
legislatures -- on top of the nearly 30 introduced in Congress -- that restrict access to
abortion. 

Republicans won't lift a finger to ensure paid family leave or increase access to
quality childcare, but apparently they'll waste time and taxpayer money to try and
get between a woman and her doctor.

I've stood up for women and families my entire career. Safeguarding women's
reproductive health and rights is critical and deeply connected to building stronger
families and a stronger America. 

Add your name if you'll take on this fight with me:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/reproductive-health/ 

Thank you for joining me,

Hillary
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From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thank you, Eric

Date: May 14, 2015 at 3:10 PM
To:

Eric --

When you stepped up and became a Founding Donor, you showed your
commitment to this campaign and to Hillary -- and we couldn't be more grateful.

You'll be hearing from us soon about more ways to get involved, but for right now,
I wanted to reach out and say thank you. We absolutely wouldn't be here without
you, and I can't wait to see everything we do together.

Thank you again,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Michelle Kleppe, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Fellowship applications are open:

Date: May 14, 2015 at 7:47 PM
To:

Eric --

Sometime soon, some great supporters are going to pack their bags (hopefully with
sunscreen and good walking shoes!) and head to Iowa for the summer for a Hillary
for Iowa fellowship.

I think you should be one of them.

We're building this campaign in all 50 states (and the territories!), but Iowa is going
to be where the action is this summer. The caucus here in Iowa is closer than you
think -- and our fellows are going to be a big part of making plans and getting
ready. They'll also organize events, work with volunteers, and just generally keep
things moving.

And along with long days and hard work, we'll have some fun, too.

If you're interested -- or you know anyone who might be -- get the information
and get your application in now:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/iowa-fellows/

Thanks!

Michelle

Michelle Kleppe
Iowa Organizing Director
Hillary for America
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From: Jessica Morales Rocketto, Hillary for America stories@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: It’s simple -- hit reply

Date: May 15, 2015 at 2:45 PM
To:

Eric --

What if you had a chance to share your story with the Hillary for America
community in an email like this one?

Here's my story:

I've known I was going to organize for Hillary for as long as I can remember. I
announced to my parents that I was going to be the first female president -- or
Hillary Clinton would be, and I would help elect her.

I can't tell you what a dream come true it is to finally be here, and how excited I am
to help people all across the country get involved in this campaign in any way they
can. What I love about organizing is that it doesn't matter where you're from or
what your background is. Everyone can make a call, knock on a door, or just bring
dinner and a good joke to a group of fellow volunteers.

That's why I'm here. Why are you?

Reply to this email and tell us why you're a part of this campaign and what
you're excited about.

From the moment you decided to support Hillary, you became an important part of
this campaign. So I want to know when that happened -- how did you get here, and
more importantly, why?

This could be your chance to decide what shows up in the email inboxes of people
all over the country. You could inspire someone to knock on some doors, pick up
the phone, or chip in a few bucks. Maybe someone on the other side of the country
has the same concerns or is inspired by the same things that inspire you.

Reply to this email and share why you're here -- whatever it is, I want to hear it,
my team wants to hear it, and others do, too.

Thanks -- and don't forget to come out to an event!

Jess



Jessica Morales Rocketto
Director of Digital Organizing
Hillary for America
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From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: I won't waste your $20

Date: May 16, 2015 at 12:55 PM
To:

Eric --

When you donated to Hillary for America, you became one of our Founding
Donors. As this organization gets bigger, we won't forget that you helped us get off
the ground at the very beginning.

It's important to me that you know one thing: We don't waste a cent on this
campaign. 

Every single dollar you pitch in goes right toward building this organization -- like
hiring organizers who lead volunteers in every single state.

We're only going to keep growing. That's why I'm asking you to join Team 16 by
committing right now to a monthly donation.

Think of it this way: A $20 monthly donation is less than 70 cents a day. With a
couple of quarters, you'll be joining the core group of Hillary's best supporters.

Members of Team 16 will get access to insider updates, calls with senior staff, and
special merchandise items -- and you'll be supporting this campaign as we make
plans for the next few months.

Will you start a monthly donation right now and join Team 16?

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/team-16/

Thanks -- talk to you soon,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Your chance to meet Hillary, Eric

Date: May 20, 2015 at 1:51 PM
To:

Eric --

Huge news: You could win a free trip to meet Hillary.

Soon, Hillary will speak to thousands of people at our very first rally. This is going
to be the biggest event of the campaign so far, and you could have an all-access
pass -- see everything unfold behind the scenes and get a chance to meet Hillary
herself.

All you have to do to be there is sign up to be automatically entered for a chance
to win.

This rally will start a new phase in the campaign. Hillary is going to lay out her
vision for how to build a bright future for our families and our country, and launch
an incredible summer of organizing.

It'll be one of the most exciting moments of the campaign so far -- trust me, you
don’t want to miss this opportunity to be there as our guest.

Sign up to be automatically entered for your chance to win:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/meet-hillary/

Thank you,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thanks for entering to meet Hillary

Date: May 20, 2015 at 6:13 PM
To:

Hi there-

Thanks for entering our contest to meet Hillary!

If you chip in $5 or whatever you can right now, you'll be
automatically entered for another chance to fly out and meet Hillary:

HillaryClinton.com/enter-again-to-meet-hillary

Good luck!

Hillary for America
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, I want to meet you

Date: May 21, 2015 at 4:56 PM
To:

Eric --

I want to meet you at our first big rally. 

This is the starting line for all that’s coming in this campaign, and you’re going to
want to be there.

Thanks for entering already -- now donate to be automatically entered again for a
chance to win a free trip to the event:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/your-chance-to-meet-hillary/

Thanks, and I hope to see you there.

Hillary

---Forwarded message--
From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America
Subject: I want you to meet Hillary
Date: Wednesday, May 20th, 2015

Friend --

I want you to meet Hillary in person. 

No need to be nervous -- Hillary's excited to meet you, too.

So what do you say -- do you want to meet her? How about meeting her at our first
campaign rally?

Just donate and be automatically entered -- we’ll even cover the flight and hotel.

If you win, you’ll get to know Hillary one-on-one (along with your guest, that is).
You’ll get to see in person -- and from the start! -- how exciting this campaign is.

Donate now, and have your shot at meeting Hillary during our biggest campaign
event so far:



https://www.hillaryclinton.com/your-chance-to-meet-hillary/

Hope to see you there,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Your sneak preview is all set!

Date: May 22, 2015 at 9:37 PM
To:

Hi there --

Thanks for signing up for early access to the Hillary for America
Shop! Your discount code is TEAMHILLARY. Now keep an eye on
your email for your sneak preview.

You can help your friends and family be just as stylish and in-the-
know as you -- send them this link so they can get early access, too:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/thank-you/store-preview

Thanks, and happy shopping!

Hillary for America
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From: Katie Dowd, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: You. Meeting Hillary. In person.

Date: May 23, 2015 at 3:03 PM
To:

Eric --

We've got a spot saved for you (and a friend!). 

Our big campaign kickoff is coming up fast -- you need to feel the energy and
excitement of this campaign. In person. Next to Hillary. 

Thanks for signing up! Now chip in to be automatically entered again to be
flown out for our campaign kickoff rally to meet Hillary. 

The collective energy of the people in the room -- and Hillary herself -- makes it all
a truly powerful experience. This will be the first rally of this campaign, and you
get the chance to see it for yourself from the best seat in the house. 

Donate to be automatically entered again to join Hillary for our campaign
kickoff event:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/your-chance-to-meet-hillary/ 

I'll see you there, 

Katie

Katie Dowd
Digital Director
Hillary for America
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value of all prizes $2000). Odds of winning depend on number of entries received. Promotion open only to U.S. citizens, or lawful
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Your official Hillary for America Shop preview

Date: May 26, 2015 at 6:38 AM
To:





https://shop.hillaryclinton.com/

 

Thanks for being on this team — now share the love.

Forward this to three friends and maybe they’ll buy you something as a thank you!
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From: Robby Mook, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, the deadline’s tomorrow

Date: May 27, 2015 at 6:49 PM
To:

Eric --

Time is almost up -- you have less than 24 hours to make a donation to get the
chance to be flown out to our surprise location and meet Hillary in person during
our big campaign kickoff.

Let's review:

This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
You’ll have a blast spending time with our best supporters!
Meeting Hillary. In person. At a huge moment in this campaign.

And finally...

It's going to be over really soon -- less than 24 hours left -- so don't miss your
chance!

So what do you say, will you join us?

 Thanks for entering already. Make a donation now to increase your chance to
win:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/your-chance-to-meet-hillary/

See you soon!

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America

P.S. -- Seriously, this will be a really fun time. Make a donation now to increase
your chance to win! 
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, I want to meet you

Date: May 28, 2015 at 1:11 PM
To:

Hi Eric -- 

I’ve spent this past month traveling the country and chatting with folks about the
issues we care most about. These conversations have inspired me and informed the
vision I have for our country. 

Next month, I’ll lay out that vision -- and I want you by my side when I do it. 

Thank you so much for entering to join me. Today's your last chance to chip in to
be automatically entered one more time to win a free trip to our first big rally --
and a one-on-one chat with me. 

We’ll cover airfare and lodging for two. Plus, we’ll have plenty of time to chat
about your hopes for the future and how your story fits with the ideas this
campaign will fight for. 

This vision for our future has grown out of my core beliefs, my past six weeks on
the road, and years of talking with families about the issues that matter most to
them. 

I hope I’ll have a chance to hear your story the day I take the stage. Chip in
before midnight tonight to be automatically entered again for a chance to join me
at our big rally: 

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/your-chance-to-meet-hillary/ 

Good luck! Hope to see you soon, 

Hillary 
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From: KP Trueblood, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Need your help before Monday’s budget meeting

Date: May 29, 2015 at 2:22 PM
To:

Hi -- We have very real summer budget decisions to make on Monday morning,
Eric, and I need your help. 

Right now, budget requests are flooding my inbox --  a sign of just how fast this
organization is growing --  but we’re running low on the money necessary to fulfill
them. 

Will you commit to giving $20 every month from now until Election Day and
become a member of Team 16? 

Pledged gifts like yours would help me make reliable forecasts that inform what
our short and long-term budget priorities should be. 

Here’s what’s on deck: 

New website features -- our tech team is hard at work coding new tools to
make it easier for anyone to get involved
Office space -- we're opening hubs for volunteers all across the country
Staff -- talented people are coming to work for Hillary every single day

It’s still very early in this campaign, Eric, and we’re still building this thing from
the bottom up. How we manage our budget reflects our values, and every line item
in ours is focused on providing staff and volunteers with the tools, resources, and
support they need to help us win.

Will you commit to giving $20 every month from now until Election Day and
become a member of Team 16?

Thanks so much,

KP

Kimberly Panicek Trueblood
Budget Director
Hillary for America

P.S. -- I’ll send an update to Team 16 after Monday’s meeting.



P.S. -- I’ll send an update to Team 16 after Monday’s meeting.
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: The pantsuit tee you've been waiting for

Date: May 30, 2015 at 11:13 AM
To:
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Welcome aboard, and thank you. Now take the next step:

Date: May 31, 2015 at 3:15 PM
To:

Hi there--

Thanks for signing up to be a part of Hillary for America. This
campaign will be what supporters like you make of it -- by getting
involved now, you'll help shape it from the very beginning.

There are a few things you can do immediately to take the next step:

1. Make sure your friends and family know you're on board.
Invite them to become a part of this too.
HillaryClinton.com/invite-your-friends

2. Donate! Your donation will help put organizers in the field and
give this campaign the resources it needs to get off to a strong
start in these crucial first months. HillaryClinton.com/Now-
Donate/

3. Sign up to become a volunteer in your community. You'll be the
first to know how you can help organize where you live.
HillaryClinton.com/invite-your-friends-to-volunteer

Thanks again for joining the team. We're just getting started.

Hillary for America
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